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Since the release of Artemis Fowl in 2001, Eoin Colfer''''s blockbuster series has sold
more than eight million copies in the United States alone. Now, in this second graphic
novel installment of the series, fans can follow along as the world''''s youngest criminal
mastermind rushes to save a man who has been kidnapped by the Russian Mafiya: his
own father. Eoin Colfer has once again teamed up with acclaimed comic writer Andrew
Donkin to adapt the text for this action-packed, brilliantly illustrated adventure in the
Artemis Fowl series.
Ten thousand years ago, humans and fairies fought a great battle for the magical island
of Ireland. When it became clear to the fairy families that they could never win, they
decided to move their civilization underground and keep themselves hidden from the
humans. All the fairy families agreed on this, except the 8th family, the demons. The
demons planned to lift their small island out of time until they had regrouped and were
ready to wage war on the humans once more. However the time spell went wrong, and
the island of Hybras was catapulted into Limbo, where it has remained for ten thousand
years. Now, the tainted time spell is deteriorating and demons are being sucked back
into the present space and time. The fairy Council is naturally concerned about this and
is monitoring any materializations. When the spell’s deterioration accelerates, the
materializations become unpredictable. Even the fairy scientists cannot figure out
where the next demon will pop up. But someone can. Artemis Fowl, teenage criminal
mastermind has solved temporal equations that no normal human should be intelligent
enough to understand. So when a confused and frightened demon pops up in a Sicilian
theatre, Artemis Fowl is there to meet him. Unfortunately, he is not the only one. A
second, mysterious party has also solved the temporal equations, and has managed to
abduct the demon before Artemis can secure him. This is a disaster for the fairy people,
as this demon was no ordinary fairy. He was the last demon warlock, the one who held
the key to the survival of the entire demon race. It is up to Artemis and his old comrade,
Captain Holly Short, to track down the missing demon and rescue him, before the time
spell dissolves completely and the lost demon colony returns violently to Earth.
Conor Broekhart was born to fly. It is the 1890s, and Conor and his family live on the
sovereign Saltee Islands, off the Irish coast. Conor spends his days studying the
science of flight with his tutor and exploring the castle with the king's daughter, Princess
Isabella. But the boy's idyllic life changes forever the day he discovers a deadly
conspiracy against the king.
In the future, in a place called Satelite City, fourteen-year-old Cosmo Hill enters the
world, unwanted by his parents. He's sent to the Clarissa Frayne Institute for Parentally
Challenged Boys, Freight class. At Clarissa Frayne, the boys are put to work by the
state, testing highly dangerous products. At the end of most days, they are covered with
burns, bruises, and sores. Cosmo realizes that if he doesn't escape, he will die at this
so-called orphanage. When the moment finally comes, Cosmo seizes his chance and
breaks out with the help of the Supernaturalists, a motley crew of kids who all have the
same special ability as Cosmo-they can see supernatural Parasites, creatures that feed
on the life force of humans.
Fletcher Moon has never been like other kids. For one thing, he has had to suffer the
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humiliating nickname "Half Moon" because of his short stature. But the real reason
Fletcher is different is that ever since he was a baby, he's had a nose for sniffing out
mysteries. And after graduating at the top of his Internet class, he is officially certified
as the youngest detective in the world.
Artemis Fowl is the teenage child genius and most powerful criminal mastermind in
history! He continues his devastating international crime spree, pursued all the time by
Captain Holly Short of the Lower Elements Police Force. This eBook bundle includes
the final four titles in the compelling Artemis Fowl series by Eoin Colfer: The Lost
Colony, The Time Paradox, The Atlantis Complex, and The Last Guardian. As the
series comes to its conclusion, the entire human race is in grave danger. Who will lead
the fight to save the world from total destruction?
Criminal mastermind Artemis Fowl finally meets his match. A second juvenile genius
has discovered that fairies do exist and she is determined to capture one for scientific
study. And not just any fairy. The newcomer intends to trap a demon - the most humanhating species known to man. But there are more than two players in this deadly game.
Holly Short has been enlisted by Section 8, a covert division of the Lower Elements
Police, to find out just what her old accomplice Artemis is up to. And there is also a
mysterious assassin, Billy Kong, who will stop at nothing to get his revenge. Only an
ancient time-spell separates the demons from mankind - and Artemis must prevent it
from unravelling. If he fails, the bloodthirsty tribe will relaunch their quest to wipe every
human from the planet. Because that's what demons live to do. There can only be one
winner - and this time it might not be Artemis Fowl. The fifth fantastic Artemis Fowl book
from bestselling author Eoin Colfer.
Large Prints increased font size and wider line spacing maximizes reading legibility,
and has been proven to advance comprehension, improve fluency, reduce eye fatigue,
and boost engagement in young readers of all abilities, especially struggling, reluctant,
and striving readers.
Twelve-year-old Artemis is a millionaire, a genius-and above all, a criminal mastermind. But
Artemis doesn't know what he's taken on when he kidnaps a fairy, Captain Holly Short of the
LEPrecon Unit. These aren't the fairies of the bedtime stories-they're dangerous!
The second book in the blockbusting new series from the bestselling author of Artemis Fowl.
HAS CRIMINAL MASTERMIND ARTEMIS FOWL MET HIS MATCH? Until recently Artemis
Fowl was the only human to have discovered that fairies do exist. But now a second juvenile
genius wants to capture one for scientific study - and not just any old fairy. The newcomer
intends to trap a demon, the most human-hating species unknown to man. Only an ancient
time spell separates the demons from mankind - and Artemis must prevent it from unravelling.
If he fails, the bloodthirsty tribe will re-launch their quest to wipe humans from the planet . . .
There can only be one winner in this battle of the demons. And it may not be Artemis Fowl. 'A
superb series' - The Times Enter Artemis's wicked world at www.artemisfowl.co.uk
Criminal mastermind Artemis Fowl finally meets his match. Another young genius has
discovered that fairies exist and she's determined to capture a demon for scientific study.
However, there are more than two players in this deadly game.
Riley, a teen orphan boy living in Victorian London, has had the misfortune of being
apprenticed to Albert Garrick, an illusionist who has fallen on difficult times and now uses his
unique conjuring skills to gain access to victims' dwellings. On one such escapade, Garrick
brings his reluctant apprentice along and urges him to commit his first killing. Riley is saved
from having to commit the grisly act when the intended victim turns out to be a scientist from
the future, part of the FBI's Witness Anonymous Relocation Program (WARP) Riley is
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unwittingly transported via wormhole to modern day London, followed closely by Garrick. In
modern London, Riley is helped by Chevron Savano, a nineteen-year-old FBI agent sent to
London as punishment after a disastrous undercover, anti-terrorist operation in Los Angeles.
Together Riley and Chevie must evade Garrick, who has been fundamentally altered by his trip
through the wormhole. Garrick is now not only evil, but he also possesses all of the scientist's
knowledge. He is determined to track Riley down and use the timekey in Chevie's possession
to make his way back to Victorian London where he can literally change the world.
There's no team better suited to giving Artemis Fowl fans a fairy-level look at the LEP and the
world beyond than Foaly, Commander Root, and Holly. With inside access granted by the
LEP's finest, readers will get unprecedented insight into the inner-workings of the LEP, the
enchanting subterranean world of fairies, and the fairy perspectives on the world above.
Details the third thrilling adventure of resourceful young criminal mastermind, Artemis Fowl,
who has found a way to construct a supercomputer from stolen fairy technology.
The obsidian mirror. Its power is great and terrible. Men have been lost in it, the dead brought
back to life through it, and the future annihilated by it. Or this is what will happen unless the
mirror is destroyed. Three people seek the mirror: the first has been sent from the future to
shatter its power; the second will protect the mirror at all costs, obsessed with its power; and
the third needs the mirror to find a murdered father and save his life. But only one can
succeed. The mirror can send you to the past, but it will not bring you back. With superb worldbuilding that includes the real world, the faery world, and a dystopic future, this hauntingly
astonishing adventure is the start of a new trilogy from the master of the sci-fi/fantasy genre,
Catherine Fisher. Fans of Orson Scott Card, Dr. Who, Shakespeare, and Blade Runner won't
be disappointed.
Artemis Fowl is on a mission to rescue his father, who has been kidnapped. Artemis must get
ahold of a fairy, steal its gold, and use the gold to pay his father's ransom. The problem? He
has no idea where to find the magical creatures. With the help of his friends and a reluctant
captured fairy, Artemis will discover these magical creatures aren't just real--they're really
powerful! Will he be able to get out of this foul situation and save his father?
When the only way to save his mother's life lies with the lemurs he made extinct five years ago,
Artemis turns to his fairy friends to take him back in time, where he tries to undo the damage
while avoiding his dangerous younger self. Reprint.
The final thrilling Artemis Fowl adventure in Eoin Colfer's globally bestselling series. Let the
misadventure begin - for the last time.The thrilling climax to this globally bestselling series - but
will it all end happily ever after?Praise for Eoin Colfer:'A master storyteller' - Julia
Eccleshare'One of the best comic voices in contemporary children's fiction' - Guardian'Folklore,
fantasy and high-tech wizardry... Hugely entertaining' - ObserverEoin Colfer was born and
raised in the south-east of Ireland. Artemis Fowl, his first book featuring the young anti-hero,
was an immediate international bestseller and won several prestigious awards. It was followed
by The Arctic Incident, The Eternity Code, The Opal Deception and The Lost Colony.
A Parents Best Children's Book of 2019 A warm, uplifting story about a boy, his dog, and the
healing power of music marks a first-time collaboration between two former Irish Children's
Laureates, Eoin Colfer and P.J. Lynch. Patrick has been desperate for a dog of his own for as
long as he can remember, and this summer, with his father away, he longs for a canine friend
more than ever. Meanwhile, in his short doggy life, Oz has suffered at the hands of bad people.
Somewhere out there, he believes, is an awesome boy -- his boy. And maybe, when they find
each other, Oz will learn to bark again. Illustrated in light charcoal by two-time Kate Greenaway
Medalist P.J. Lynch, this heartwarming story by Eoin Colfer, internationally best-selling author
of the Artemis Fowl series, is certain to enchant.
One week after their eleventh birthday, the Fowl twins--scientist Myles, and Beckett, the force
of nature--are left in the care of house security (NANNI) for a single night. In that time they
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befriend a troll who has clawed his way through the earth's crust to the surface. Unfortunately
for the troll, he is being chased by a nefarious nobleman and an interrogating nun, who both
need the magical creature for their own gain, as well as a fairy-in-training who has been
assigned to protect him. The boys and their new troll best friend escape and go on the run.
Along the way they get shot at, kidnapped, buried, arrested, threatened, killed (temporarily),
and discover that the strongest bond in the world is not the one forged by covalent electrons in
adjacent atoms, but the one that exists between a pair of twins.
Mulch Diggums, a dwarf on the run from the Lower Elements Police, is trying to get his hands
on the priceless Fei Fei tiara. But stealing it seems too easy. That's because it is too easy.
Artemis Fowl, the legendary 12-year-old criminal mastermind, has set him up. He needs
Mulch's help.
Movie available from June 12th only on Disney+ Artemis Fowl and the Lost Colony is the fifth
sensational book in the gripping Artemis Fowl series by Eoin Colfer. Has criminal mastermind
Artemis Fowl met his match? Until recently Artemis Fowl was the only human to have
discovered that fairies do exist. But now a second juvenile genius wants to capture one for
scientific study - and not just any old fairy. The newcomer intends to trap a demon, the most
human-hating species unknown to man. Only an ancient time spell separates the demons from
mankind - and Artemis must prevent it from unravelling. If he fails, the bloodthirsty tribe will relaunch their quest to wipe humans from the planet . . . There can only be one winner in this
battle of the demons. And it may not be Artemis Fowl. 'A superb series' - The Times
'Engagingly vivid, exciting and witty' - The Telegraph 'Fast, funny and very exciting' - Daily Mail
***Artemis Fowl was winner of the WHSmith Children's Book of the Year Award and Children's
Book of the Year at the Children's Book Awards. Shortlisted for the Whitbread Children's Book
of the Year Award.***
Meg Finn is in trouble. Unearthly trouble. Cast out of her own home by her stepfather after her
mother's death, Meg is a wanderer, a troublemaker. But after a botched attempt to rob a
pensioner's flat, Meg, along with her partner in crime, Belch, ends up in a very sticky situation.
Meg's soul is up for grabs as the divine and the demonic try every underhanded ploy
imaginable to claim it. Her only chance for salvation is the Wish List. But how can she
persuade the pensioner Lowrie to help her when she has wronged him? And even if she can
persuade him, will she really have enough good points to face up to St Peter? An unforgettable
and gritty tale of life, death and an unexpected hereafter.

Artemis Fowl and the Lost ColonyPenguin UK
Kiva trades one cage for another when she leaves behind a deadly prison for a
deceptive palace in this dark and dangerous sequel to The Prison Healer, which
Sarah J. Maas called "a must-read." Kiva Meridan is a survivor. She survived not
only Zalindov prison, but also the deadly Trial by Ordeal. Now Kiva’s purpose
goes beyond survival to vengeance. For the past ten years, her only goal was to
reunite with her family and destroy the people responsible for ruining their lives.
But now that she has escaped Zalindov, her mission has become more
complicated than ever. As Kiva settles into her new life in the capital, she
discovers she wasn’t the only one who suffered while she was in Zalindov—her
siblings and their beliefs have changed too. Soon it’s not just her enemies she’s
keeping secrets from, but her own family as well. Outside the city walls, tensions
are brewing from the rebels, along with whispers of a growing threat from the
northern kingdoms. Kiva’s allegiances are more important than ever, but she’s
beginning to question where they truly lie. To survive this time, she’ll have to
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navigate a complicated web of lies before both sides of the battle turn against her
and she loses everything.
When demons begin appearing on Earth unpredictably, foreshadowing a
cataclysmic breakdown of their magic, Artemis and his friends face a new foe, a
twelve-year-old girl whose intellect just might match Artemis's own.
Artemis Fowl's greatest enemy, the evil pixie Opal Koboi, has escaped—and she's
out for revenge. Her plan to start a war between the humans and fairies is
nearing completion and once again Artemis is caught in the crosshairs. Only this
time he has no memory at all of his fairy friend, Captain Holly Short, or her world
deep underground. To survive Opal's master plan, Artemis will have to reconnect
with Holly and with his own memories. But will even Artemis's keen intellect be
enough to outsmart this pixie villain, or has the boy genius finally met his match?
In 2001, audiences first met and fell in love with a twelve-year-old criminal
mastermind named Artemis Fowl. Since then, the eight-book series about his
adventures has sold over twenty-five million copies throughout the world. To
coincide with the major motion picture coming from the Walt Disney Studios in
August 2019, here is an all-new graphic novel adaptation of the book with crisp,
accessible storytelling and clear, cinematic perspectives. Readers of all ages can
now follow the siege at Fowl Manor between Artemis and the fairies in actionpacked, full-color panels.
The hilarious debut novel from one of the world's favourite children's authors.
Benny Shaw, a young sporting fanatic, is forced to leave his beloved Wexford,
home of all his heroes, and move with his family to Tunisia! How will he survive in
a place like this? Then he teams up with Omar, and a madcap friendship
between the two boys leads to trouble, crazy escapades, a unique way of
communicating, and heartbreaking challenges.
Ten thousand years ago, humans and fairies fought a great battle for the magical
island of Ireland. When it became clear to the fairy families that they could never
win, they decided to move their civilization underground and keep themselves
hidden from the humans. All the fairy families agreed on this, except the 8th
family, the demons. The demons planned to lift their small island out of time until
they had regrouped and were ready to wage war on the humans once more.
However the time spell went wrong, and the island of Hybras was catapulted into
Limbo, where it has remained for ten thousand years.
The Artemis Fowl Files is comprised of two original stories: "LEPrecon": the story
of Fairy Police Captain Holly Short's move from Traffic to Recon following her
initiation into the Fairy Police; and "The Seventh Dwarf", featuring Mulch, Butler,
and Artemis himself.
When demons begin appearing on Earth unpredictably, foreshadowing a cataclysmic
breakdown of their magic, Artemis and his friends face a new foe--a twelve-year-old girl
whose intellect just might match Artemis's own--as they try to prevent catastrophe.
Tony Stark is known throughout the world as many things:billionaire, inventor, Avenger.
But mainly for being the Invincible Iron Man. Just when Tony is about to add his pizzazz
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to an international eco-summit in Ireland, someone close to him forces him to question
his role in making the world a more dangerous place with his high-techweaponry. But
Stark doesn't have much time to reflect before an old enemy presents him with an even
greater challenge: the assassination of all the eco-ministers, and Iron Man himself. Just
how invincible Iron Man is when he is stripped of everything remains to be seen in this
breathless adventure by the best-selling author of Artemis Fowl.
Demons are beginning to materialize without warning on Earth. If humans were to
capture one, all fairies would be exposed. In order to protect themselves, the fairies
must decipher complicated equations to determine where the next demon will appear.
Not even the brilliant Foaly can make heads or tails of the formulas – but he knows
someone who can: Artemis Fowl. When a very confused demon imp appears in a
Sicilian theater, Artemis is there to meet him. But he is not alone. Someone else has
unlocked the secrets of the fairy world…and she is only twelve years old. Now, in a race
against time, a newly-reformed Artemis Fowl will have to dip into his bag of dirty tricks if
he is to save his fairy friends from his latest nemesis, not to mention a power hungry
demon warlord who is poised to invade our dimension with his savage army.
Artemis has committed his entire fortune to a project he believes will save the planet
and its inhabitants, both human and fairy. Can it be true? Has goodness taken hold of
the world's greatest teenage criminal mastermind? Captain Holly Short is unconvinced,
and discovers that Artemis is suffering from Atlantis Complex, a psychosis common
among guilt-ridden fairies - not humans - and most likely triggered by Artemis's
dabbling with fairy magic. Symptoms include obsessive-compulsive behavior, paranoia,
multiple personality disorder and, in extreme cases, embarrassing professions of love
to a certain feisty LEPrecon fairy
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